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INCEIF Endowment Fund

Knowledge is Power
Be part of a legacy that promotes ethical values in finance

Kuala Lumpur, 4 Nov 2015 - As the only university dedicated to Islamic finance, INCEIF or International Centre For Education in Islamic Finance is committed to deliver talent and expertise for the growing global Islamic financial services industry.

Towards this, INCEIF has set up the INCEIF Endowment Fund (IEF). By gifting to IEF, you will be part of a legacy that promotes social justice by instilling ethical values in the financial system. Your endowment is one way of creating a legacy that provides benefits to students and faculty year after year, generation after generation.

IEF, managed by professionals and guided by Shariah principles, will enable INCEIF to achieve financial stability, allowing us to concentrate on what we do best – benchmarking our operations and services against international best standards as we develop world-class human capital. A strong endowment will allow INCEIF faculty and administrators to pursue critical initiatives that enhance our ability to be a leader in Islamic finance research and higher education.

The endowment will enable INCEIF to embark on a rich variety of activities such as scholarships and fellowships for talented students; support for distinguished and dedicated faculty members through professorships; and funds for teaching and research programmes. It will also help INCEIF attract and retain top faculty and students from around the world.

When you contribute to the INCEIF Endowment Fund you have the opportunity to ensure that the institution, and the knowledge that it seeks to share, will exist in perpetuity. Yet, more than anything else, behind each endowment gift is perhaps a personal motivation—to repay a debt of gratitude for a donor’s own opportunity at getting a good education, to honor a cause that is close to one’s values, or to simply, make a positive impact on society.

More information on the IEF will be made available on the INCEIF website, www.inceif.org